
 
 
 

 
 
 

OCEAN CRAFT 5200 Chinook 5.2 Metre Cuddy Cabin 
 
 

 
Dealer:………………………. 
Name:……………………….. 
Tel. Number:………………... 
Fax:………………………….. 
Email:……………………….. 
Postal Address:……………..
………………………………..
……………………………….. 
PostCode……………………. 
 
I am interested in: CAR TOPPA 2.6 2.9 3.3 3.8 4.3 
4.6 or BEAMY 5.2 6 6.7 7.2 7.6 8 9 10 11 12 13 
metre Extreme Reef Fisher . Party BBQ . Cabin . 
Console . Open Dinghy . Spearo Craft . CAR 
TOPPA . BEAMY please circle. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

OCEAN 
CRAFT 6000 
Caloundra 

Class 6 Metre  

 
Aerodynamic 
wave puncher 
bow with fuel 
economic low 
friction hull 
and 

Hovercraft like wake  means  top speed and fuel 
economy — guaranteed  

CHOOSE  

OCEAN CRAFT  

AND YOU WON'T BE 
STUCK FOR 
POSSIBLE 

SOLUTIONS 
Ph: 0416 293 686 

Tel: 07 5499 6937 

sales@oceancraft.com.au 
Order online: www.oceancraft.com.au 

YouTube: OCEANCRAFTiness  

FACEBOOK: https://www.facebook.com/people/

Mike-Jessop/100008872036174  

TWITTER: @oceancraftiness https://twitter.com/

oceancraftiness  

INSTAGRAM: https://www.instagram.com/

oceancraftpowerboats  

 OCEAN 

CRAFT  

Proven Inflatable Style 

Design All Aluminium  

Plate Alloy Adventure 

Safety Boat  
 

www.oceancraft.com.au 

 

You'll be glad you chose  
OCEAN CRAFT 

OCEAN CRAFT 3300 HD 3.3 Metre Spearo Craft  

 

eMail: sales@oceancraft.com.au 



plate alloy  boats with pneumatic properties 
which means noise insulation and shock 
absorption and whisper quiet ride come as 
standard 
 
Your OCEAN CRAFT will overtake any other boat 
with the same sized engine isn't that why you want to 
invest in a bigger outboard in the first place!? 

All OCEAN CRAFT are certifiable in survey as a 

Work Boat for Charter or for Hire and you can order 

your OCEAN CRAFT CARTOPPA ultra lightweight 

airtight buoyancy section or BEAMY 2.4 metre width 

All OCEAN CRAFT have watertight  buoyancy 

sections that are pressurisable Airtight chambers 

which means that you can test the integrity of your 

OCEAN CRAF safely and reliably any time extending 

the warranty virtually indefinitely 

What the press says: “…a very special sort of boat a 
genuine macro deep vee cylinder boat with big water 
attitude, astonishing stability, ally toughness and 
performance in a 79kg package. It makes a great tender , 
it’s a real survival platform…the ultimate roof topper or 
mothership fisherman” Darren Shiel, Fisherman & 
Boatowner, December 2005 

OCEAN CRAFT 6000 Caloundra Class Extreme 

Reef Fisher  

Lighter also means more buoyancy and less weight 

to trailer and to get up on the plane To make things 

easier still your OCEAN CRAFT can be supplied 

ULTRA LIGHTWEIGHT CARTOPPA narrower beam 

but with the same HD diameter Heavy Duty  

· Phenomenal tubular 
buoyancy + displacement  

· Super stable and fast  

· Smooth Riding Ultra Deep 'V' 
mono hull  

· Comfortable Dry ride and 
Performance Fuel economy  

·Strong, lightweight and Safe  

· Pneumatic whisper quiet ride  

Just send off the accompanying form, eMail, SMS txt 

message or call 0416 293 686 now and we’ll aim to 

determine your quote within 45 minutes, and deliver 

your brand new OCEAN CRAFT Australia and 

worldwide 
If you're already familiar with the capabilities of the 
proven inflatable style design of a rubber dinghy 
you'll already know a lot about the performance, 
safety and reliability of today's ALL ALUMINIUM  

PLATE ALLOY OCEAN CRAFT 
Which means that your OCEAN CRAFT is 
guaranteed never  to sink lifetime warranty - isn't that 
what you call reliability!? And did we say super 
stable and fast!? Experts are using strong language 
to describe the Ocean Craft as the safest boat ever 
built - because as well as being phenomenally 
buoyant lightweight and strong—You and your 
OCEAN CRAFT plane along on a cushion of air 
meaning unsurpassed comfort in ride and fuel 
economy using OCEAN CRAFT’s POSI LIFT hull  
 
HOW!? OCEAN CRAFT are the only aluminium 

aluminium tubes with airtight watertight buoyancy 

chambers only possible using the OCEAN CRAFT 

Patented Sponson Valve —  which means roof topping 

or manhandling up the beach just became a whole lot 

easier.  

What if I use other Outboard Engines with my 

OCEAN CRAFT? 

To anyone who uses the OCEAN CRAFT Adventure 

Safety Boat knows the extra buoyancy stability and 

safety is indispensible, and not just for the extra 

performance and lightness it offers. That’s because the 

OCEAN CRAFT is designed to be used with any make 

of two stroke or four stroke or EFI outboard. And it 

automatically adds fuel economy and performance 

without adjustment to your engine 

How do I order? All these advantages could justify a 

six-figure price-tag for OCEAN CRAFT but until the end 

of August OCEAN CRAFT 4300 Sea King 4.3 metre 

DIVER TOHATSU 30HP OCEAN CRAFT Custom easy 

launch and load trailer Package Deal - including 

delivery and 

insurance* 

please enquire 

Ordering is easy. Call the OCEAN 

CRAFT Sales Office today on 07 

5499 6937 or 0416 293 686 or you can order online at 

www.oceancraft.com.au or post the enclosed form to 

us or  SMS txt msg or email your details to us    

We’ll aim to respond with a written quote within 45 

minutes and deliver your OCEAN CRAFT within 21 

days Call Now to order or email 

sales@oceancraft.com.au   

You’ll be glad you chose OCEAN CRAFT  

but don’t delay order now  

VISA MASTERCARD PAYPAL Internet Transfer 

Cash or Cheque with order Accepted 

Dec 
31 


